Influence of initial electron beam parameters on Monte Carlo calculated absorbed dose distributions for radiotherapy photon beams.
Our aim in the present study was to investigate the effects of initial electron beam characteristics on Monte Carlo calculated absorbed dose distribution for a linac 6 MV photon beam. Moreover, the range of values of these parameters was derived, so that the resulted differences between measured and calculated doses were less than 1%. Mean energy, radial intensity distribution and energy spread of the initial electron beam, were studied. The method is based on absorbed dose comparisons of measured and calculated depth-dose and dose-profile curves. All comparisons were performed at 10.0 cm depth, in the umbral region for dose-profile and for depths past maximum for depth-dose curves. Depth-dose and dose-profile curves were considerably affected by the mean energy of electron beam, with dose profiles to be more sensitive on that parameter. The depth-dose curves were unaffected by the radial intensity of electron beam. In contrast, dose-profile curves were affected by the radial intensity of initial electron beam for a large field size. No influence was observed in dose-profile or depth-dose curves with respect to energy spread variations of electron beam. Conclusively, simulating the radiation source of a photon beam, two of the examined parameters (mean energy and radial intensity) of the electron beam should be tuned accurately, so that the resulting absorbed doses are within acceptable precision. The suggested method of evaluating these crucial but often poorly specified parameters may be of value in the Monte Carlo simulation of linear accelerator photon beams.